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Motivation
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- Congestion arises frequently in evacuation

- When Hurricane Katrina struck in 2005,          

there were long traffic queues of  evacuees

- Casualties during evacuation were not 

estimated due to difficulties

Why?

Most people depart in a short time and converge on the limited number

of  routes to shelters or safe regions located outside the disaster area

Excessive travel demand beyond capacity

Spatial & temporal convergence of  travel demand
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• Goals:

• Main	strategies:	

Objectives	of	this	Research
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To minimize evacuation clearance time

To evacuate people in the most risky area more faster than less risky area

To evacuate all evacuees before a disaster attack the region

By categorizing evacuation zone into risky levels

By strategically controlling departure time

By finding optimal departure time pattern according to the risk levels from 
simulation approach



• Objective	function	for	departure	time	choice

Model	Design
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The network clearance time, DNCT , is defined as the time duration from the start 
of emergency to the time point when the last vehicle arrives at the shelter node

= arg min DNCT = Min {E(T) – Semg}

subject to  tdp
r≤ Mr ∀ r    

Semg : the starting time of emergency

E(T)  : The arrival time of the last escaping vehicle at a shelter node

tdp
r : the departure time of people at the node with risk level r 

Mr : Maximum delayed departure time of node

T      : Departure flow pattern (the set of Tij(tdp))



Model	Design
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Transportation infrastructure is not designed to accommodate evacuation demands

All people have perfect information about the disaster 

People are so selfish that they want to arrive to the nearest shelter as soon as possible

But evacuees are well trained, so they observe the control of departure pattern

Evacuees feel nervous when their downstream is blocked by traffic

Each evacuee has a different travel speed according to congestion levels

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

6 Assumptions & Considerations



Departure	pattern(normal)
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• People try to minimize their travel time with information and experiences 

• Travel demand is optimally distributed in an efficient way

Ordinary situation : Demand is generally well distributed over time and space

morning evening

Transportation infrastructure is not designed to accommodate evacuation demandsa1



Departure	pattern(Emergency)
In an emergency : People try to escape as soon as possible

Emergency 
happens

Shelter

Congestion in an 
emergency

People caught in 
the risky area

Huge causality
Social expense

People are so selfish that they want to arrive to the nearest shelter as soon as possible

Transportation infrastructure is not designed to accommodate evacuation demands

All people have perfect information about the disaster 

a1

a2

a3



Categorizing nodes into risky levels

Define	level	of	risk	(Proposed	scheme)
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But evacuees are well trained, so they observe the control of departure pattern

▫ Every node (origin) has its own risk level on a scale of 1 to 4
▫ People at the higher risk nodes depart earlier than those at the lower risk nodes
▫ Even people at the lower risk level nodes have to evacuate no later than a certain

maximum time after an evacuation order is given
▫ By prioritizing and controlling departure times according to the risk levels, this

research minimizes the evacuation clearance time.

a4



A simulation-based approach is selected because

Network	Analysis	Framework
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Analytical approach requires simplifying travelers’ behaviors
User equilibrium assumption cannot be implemented

1 To consider evacuation behavior assumptions in detail

2 To find optimal departure pattern

Departure
pattern

Route
choice

Vehicle
propagation Congestion

YesSearching for 
alternative routes

Simulation Framework

3 To evaluate the proposed evacuation strategy



Route	choice
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Route choice models Route choice for departing evacuees

Choice probabilities are calculated by a multinomial logit model

The path risk represents how many links of  the path are located 

in the risky area

Vk
ij = fn (the average travel time of  path k, the average risk of  path k)

Route change for detouring a congested downstream link

If  the downstream link on the path is congested (< 5km/hr)

The alternative paths are found by n-path algorithm (Lim et al., 2005)

People are so selfish that they want to arrive to the nearest shelter as soon as possiblea3

Evacuees feel nervous when their downstream is blocked by traffica5



Vehicle	propagation
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Distance to a link endDistance to a front vehicleMax distance when running a current speed

Meso-scopic Vehicle movements Model (DANAHAP, 2008)
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Current position
Modified Greenshield fn
(Jayakrishnan et al., 1995)

The travel speed of  vehicle is decided in terms of  the density in front of  the vehicle 

Vehicle movements are calculated based on 

1) current speed, 2) distance to a front vehicle, and 3) distance to the link end   

Each evacuee has a different travel speeds according to congestion levelsa6



Genetic algorithm (GA)

Finding	Optimal	Departure	Pattern
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GA is a meta-heuristic global optimization method 

GA is designed for finding the optimal departure pattern which 

minimizes the given objective function

Jha et al. (2004): A simulation-based model is appropriate for an evacuation 

simulation, but the use of  it undermines the mathematical tractability of  the 

problem

The use of  traffic simulation model makes the mathematical 

optimization problem as a non-convex problem

GA is employed



Evaluation of the proposed evacuation strategy

Comparison	of	Effectiveness
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No-strategy2

Evacuees evacuate all at once as soon as the disaster is noticed

NORM3

The evacuation departure pattern follows a truncated normal distribution

UNIF4

The evacuation departure pattern follows a uniform distribution

Optimal Strategy1

A baseline in which people are assumed that the departure time is controlled 
according to the risk levels



Location

Laguna	Beach	Tsunami	scenario
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Total evacuees: 12,877 (Estimated by dynamic simulation and observed traffic)

Hypothetical network with 267 nodes, 835 links

When above 10 meters tsunami strikes and inundates the two main exit roads

Inundation level
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Risk
Level

# of 
evacuees

4 2,343

3 5,253

2 3,319

1 1,962

Total 12,877

Laguna	network	and	input	data

▫ Digital Elevation Model (DEM) has mapped each node
▫ Risk Level of each node is defined according to the sea level
▫ Five shelters are supposed to be located above the 50-meter sea level

GIS Mapping to define Risk levels and shelters



Departure	pattern	
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Departure pattern comparisons

In OPT Strategy, departure is controlled to evacuate from the risky region
All evacuees in the most risky region (Risk L4) depart within 10 minutes

Still remained in the Risk L4

All evacuees departure in 5 min

Some evacuees in Risk L3 cannot
depart until 55 min 



Evacuation Clearance time

Performance	Evaluation
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▫ OPT clears the traffic faster than other strategies
▫ UNIF can also clear the evacuees as fast as OPT in overall network level
▫ Both NO-ST and NORM are the worst strategies
 after	2	hours	from	Tsunami	alert	,	over 2,000 evacuees still remain in the 

network



Evacuation Clearance time

Performance	Evaluation
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▫ UNIF has a problem with clearance time in the most risky region
▫ Gridlock has occurred in NO-ST and Normal distribution departure pattern
▫ OPT clears traffic faster than other strategies in all risky regions

Evacuees of UNIF got stuck in
the Risk Level 4 



Performance	Evaluation
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▫ Assume that tsunami attacks 90 min after the evacuation alarm
▫ NO strategy and Normal departure pattern causes tremendous casualties 
▫ Uniform control could induce casualties even if a weak tsunami attacks
▫ OPT is the best strategy in terms of casualties and clearance time

Number of Causalities

Scenario
Departure

end time(sec)
Clearance time(sec)

# of Casualties according to inundation level

10m 20m 30m 40m

OPT 4,192 5,090 0 0 0 0

NO-ST 300 >14,400 0 2,179 2,629 3,075

NORM 3,299 >14,400 0 2,145 2,699 3,148

UNIF 4,198 6,600 25 124 166 185



But Laguna beach scenario indicates some evacuees can be 
caught in the most dangerous area 

Conclusion
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(sec)

Optimal departure pattern can significantly decrease the causalities

UNIF also shows fast evacuation in both test and Laguna networks

Evacuees may panic because of gridlock phenomenon

NO-ST and NORM could induce a number of evacuees

 Route choice model should be improved based on evacuees’ behavior
 Network familiarity, major activity locations should be considered

in their evacuation routing

Future Study



Questions?

Thank	you.

daisikn@uci.edu
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Test	network	and	input	data

Total vehicles: 39,000 + background flows: 10,000 vehicles

Hypothetical network with 100 nodes, 344 links, and 560 OD pairs

Test network has four zones and each zone has 5 shelters

Generation nodesShelters



Departure	pattern
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Departure pattern by each strategy

In OPT, all evacuees in Risk Level 4 depart within 10 min



Performance	Evaluation
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The optimal strategy by GA algorithm gives the least network clearance 

time

Network clearance time (in seconds). 



Profile of the number of evacuees in the study area by risk level zone 

Performance	Evaluation
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In NORM, NO-ST, gridlock phenomena are observed  
OPT allows vehicles in all the levels to evacuate faster than other strategies

Interestingly, OPT also has gridlock, but congestion is relieved with the evacuation control


